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Metropolitan Industries takes pride in being a single source 
responsibility in providing services to the water and wastewater 
industries. When it comes to responding quickly to an emergency, 
we are no different in doing whatever it takes to take the necessary 
steps to making sure that the problem is solved in a quick and 
efficient manor. Water and wastewater equipment emergencies 
come out of nowhere when we least expect it, affecting many 
people in the process. It is an absolute necessity to respond quickly 
in providing the assistance in making sure the damage does not 
become worse.

City of  Des Plaines, Illinois
A car accident that damaged a sanitary lift station in the City of Des 
Plaines, Ill. sent an emergency response to Metropolitan Industries 
to eliminate the risk of the approximately 200 condominium 
and small home resident units that could potentially have been 
affected. 

The vehicle lost control, traveled over the curb and collided with 
the sanitary sewage lift station equipment. The vehicle caused 
considerable damage to the lift station rendering it intolerable. 
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The brand new lift station was in need of 
restoration operation.

Public works staff immediately responded 
to the site to assess the damage. The entire 
control panel, associated control wrong and 
power feed from ComEd were all damaged 
beyond repair. Once the vehicle was removed 
staff setup temporary pumping for the lift 
station. Due to the complexity of the lift 
station, we contacted Metropolitan Industries 
to obtain a replacement control panel.  
Metropolitan can meet the design criteria for 
proper operation of the lift station. Current 
lead time for replacement is 10 weeks. Since 
the lift station would be out of service for an 
extended period of time, metro installed a 
temporary control system while the new one 
was constructed. 

The temporary panel that was installed 
until the new panel was ready saved us 
time and labor. The temporary panel would 
automatically pump down the water at 
the sanitary station which we would have 
otherwise had to do manually every 3 hours. 

“Metropolitan did a phenomenal job,”  said 
City of Des Plaines Foreman, Tim O’Malley, 
“The outcome could have been a lot worse, 
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especially because of the time of year it was 
when pipes freeze up and pumps fail quicker, 
but Metropolitan was able to turn it around 
and provide us with a temporary system that 
would service the station while they built a 
new one.”

It was imperative that this pumping system 
got back to working again because people 
would come home and use more water.

Supplement pumps were set up to run the 
next day. It was important that the temporary 
panel was installed because the manual 
pump could fail at any time without anyone 
becoming aware.

The city was caught completely off guard 
with this accident. The control panel was only 
7 years old, usually an upgrade takes place 
when it is old and no longer runs properly. 
The city was lucky enough to install a new 
customized panel with updates to its SCADA 
systems and new floats. 

In the end it was a very smooth transition

“Metropolitan is always our go to for anything 
lift station,” O’Malley said, “but for them to 
provide us with this great service and quick 
turnaround, they really out did themselves.”

Lake Zurich, Illinois
In the summer of 2013 when Illinois was 
hit hard with massive flooding, Lake Zurich, 
Ill., was among the many municipalities 
faced with this devastating natural disaster. 
repair a sanitary lift station in the Braemar 
neighborhood that was damaged when over 
six inches of rain caused a control panel to 
fail last month.
When the village’s drainage system couldn’t 
handle the rain, water backed up, causing 
levels to rise high enough to damage the 
panel, according to village officials. The 
panel failure caused some Braemar residents 
to lose sewer service for a day.

Braemar resident Ron Lomacz, whose 
basement filled up with water, estimated he 
suffered $60,000 to $70,000 in damages to 
his home. Village officials recently decided 
to waive permit fees for some repairs they 
deemed essential to getting residents back 
into their homes.

Plans call for a replacement control panel to 
be manufactured and installed. The village 
has been renting a control panel to keep 
the pumps operating. Lift stations elevate 
wastewater and runoff, sending it to higher 

Lake Zurich before & after: Caption
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ground toward a treatment facility.

The new control panel was designed to 
sit higher to help prevent the new panel 
becoming submerged incase another flood 
occurs. 

Lewis University - Romeoville, 
Illinois
The pool heater at Lewis University’s 
collegiate swimming pool failed affecting 
the ability to hold events due to the NCAA 
rules requiring the pool water to be at a 
certain temperature in order to compete. 
Engineer Grumman Butkus Associates in 
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Evanston, Ill., responded to this emergency 
immediately and when the original pool 
heating service said it would take 3-4 weeks 
to fix, Grumman Butkus called Metropolitan 
to come in and get the job done. 
Metropolitan was able to order parts 
immediately. Metropolitan received the water 
heater in 5 days and the heater was installed 
the next day. Overall the whole process took 1 
week and the pool was usable for the events 
the swim team had scheduled.  

As a representative for Laars Heating Systems 
Metropolitan is unique in the sense that Laars 
offers 72 hour expedite (with a fee) but we are 
one of the only places that offer the expedite.

This emergency came at a time between the 2 
recent polar vortexes where we were getting a 
lot of calls on heating failure.

This pool heater failed due to the heavy burst 
of cold Illinois was hit with this year. We were 
able to identify the problem of the first failure 
so we were also able to make modifications, 
which was fixing the way it was installed. Not 
many companies can do that.

Lewis University After Photo from Temes coming soon.
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Upgrade To Boiler Heating and Domestic Hot 
Water Systems Provides Energy Efficient Solution 
The new boiler and indirect water heater combinations installed at 
the Chatham Park Village Cooperative (CPVC) in Chicago, Ill., will 
improve energy efficiency of each heating system and domestic hot 
water system to 95% and save $4M in energy costs over 20 years.

In collaboration with DRF Trusted Property Solutions of Plainfield, 
Ill., Metropolitan Industries has assisted in the design of one of 
the most energy efficient solutions available to upgrade the boiler 
and water heating system. The original boilers, built in 1962, were 
operating at about 70% efficiency.  Even new boilers replaced in the 
past few years could only maintain 82% efficiency.  In addition to 
the energy waste, the energy costs were very high. The new boilers 
and indirect water heaters will maximize efficiency while saving 
money. 

The installation of Laars NeoTherm modulating condensing boilers 
and indirect water heaters in each CPVC property will produce the 
largest gas savings measure of its kind in Peoples Gas territory. This 
new technology only uses the energy required to produce the exact 
amount of heating needed, with no waste, allowing the heating 
system to operate at 95% thermal efficiency.  In addition, the indirect 
water heaters will use the new boilers as a heat source, eliminating 
standby loss, and operating as high as 99% energy efficiency.  

The new system is designed to provide improved overall building 
comfort, better efficiency and less boiler maintenance, with the 
added bonus of a lifetime indirect water heater warranty.

DRF turned to Metropolitan to help with the design and production 
process to assure that CPVC would meet the deadline for their rebate 
eligibility while eliminating resident discomfort in the process.  
Within a short period of time, Metropolitan was able to complete 
more than 20 systems directly at its 100,000 sq. ft. shop, which 
helped to provide a seamless installation on site. 
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Mechanical Spotlight

Heat Exchanger---------->
Metropolitan Industries recently designed a Semi-Instantaneous Water 
Heater Package to service Northwestern University in Chicago, Ill. Semi-
Instantaneous Water Heater Packages are the perfect solution to replace an 
older style and expensive to maintain tank style system. Custom configurations 
and small footprint maximizes space, offering additional mechanical 
room square footage customers never knew they had. Metropolitan’s Semi-
Instantaneous Water Heater Packages are fully customizable to fit any 
application for commercial, industrial or municipal customers.

Typical applications include:
-Hospital/Health Care Facilities 
-Schools/Universities 
-Hotels 
-Commercial Buildings 
-Food and Process Industrial Facilities
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Semi-Instantaneous Water Heater
Metropolitan Industries recently designed a Semi-Instantaneous Water 
Heater Package to service Northwestern University in Chicago, Ill. Semi-
Instantaneous Water Heater Packages are the perfect solution to replace an 
older style and expensive to maintain tank style system. Custom configurations 
and small footprint maximizes space, offering additional mechanical 
room square footage customers never knew they had. Metropolitan’s Semi-
Instantaneous Water Heater Packages are fully customizable to fit any 
application for commercial, industrial or municipal customers.

Typical applications include:
-Hospital/Health Care Facilities 
-Schools/Universities 
-Hotels 
-Commercial Buildings 
-Food and Process Industrial Facilities
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Mechanical Spotlight
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Recent Updates 
To The Ion® 

StormPro® Line
Many new and updated products have been added to the Ion® StormPro® 
line including the introduction to our Ion® System Solution which gives 
contractors a better understanding on not just selling the Ion® StormPro® 
product, but selling a solution as well, winning customers over to lifetime 
partners. Our certified Ion® Solution Installers are recognized on our www.
ionproducts.net website. 

Our recently added Ion® Gateway allows customers the ability to remotely 
monitor various aspects of their home. The Ion® Gateway provides customers 
with advantages other monitoring systems simply cannot provide, specifically 
the ease of installation, price and the many monitoring capabilities offered. To 
purchase the Ion® Gateway, visit metropolitanind.com/store.

We recently made updates to the Ion® StormPro® display trailer, complete 
with an updated water display that showcases various pumps and control 
equipment. The Ion® Trailer features the full Ion® StormPro® product 
line including the updated Ion® Systems and latest controls like the Ion® 
Endeavor, Ion+® and Ion® Gateway. 

The renovations made to our Ion® StormPro® product line and display trailer, 
innovations such as our Ion® Endeavor and the new capabilities the line 
brings allows customers to really see how the products work first hand.
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Metropolitan
Industries, Inc.
37 Forestwood Drive
Romeoville, IL 60446

SEMINARS 2014 

To register, please visit www.ilceu.com  
or call Melissa Young at 815-886-9200, ext. 260. 

All seminars are free of charge and take place at our facility in Romeoville, IL

Residential-Commercial Plumbing Applications:
 Sump & Sewage:

 4 CEUs (IEPA, ILDPH), 4 PDHs

Mechanical- Steam Basics:  
3 PDHs

Dates Available: 2/18
Time:  8:00 am - 12:00 pm

Dates Available: 6/18
Time:  3:00 pm - 6:00 pm

Municipal
Infrastructure Improvements-

ABCs of pump system improvements: 
4 CEUs (IEPA), 4 PDHs

How to get the most from your SCADA system:
4 CEUs (IEPA), 4 PDHs

Dates Available: 4/23, 6/5
Time:  9:00 am - 2:00 pm

Dates Available: 2/12, 5/15
Time:  9:00 am - 2:00 pm

Future 
dates to  

be added!

Commercial-Plumbing 

Self-Priming Pump Application/ 
Installation/ Operation/ Maintenance:

4 PDHs

Commercial Water Systems– 
Energy Saving Strategies:

4 CEUs (IEPA), 4 PDHs

Commercial Building Pressure 
Reducing Valves – Application / 

Operation / Maintenance / Repair:
4 PDHs

Dates Available: 4/9, 5/21
Time:  3:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Dates Available: 3/19, 5/1
Time:  9:00 am - 2:00 pm

Dates Available: 3/12, 4/30
Time:  3:00 pm - 7:00 pm
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